All Hail Assembly Hall

[Video: The words “IU” on crimson banner left]

[Video: The word “DAY” on red banner right]

[Video: Two banners come together to form the IU DAY banner]

[Words appear and encircle top and bottom of IU Day banner: ALL IU. ALL DAY.]

[Words appear: SIMON SKJODT ASSEMBLY HALL, BLOOMINGTON, IN]

[Video: View from the top of the basketball arena in an empty Assembly Hall with the following words on the Jumbotron: SIMON SKJODT ASSEMBLY HALL, THE TRADITION CONTINUES]

[Words appear: Constructed 1971]

[Words appear: Renovated 2016]

[View: Red and White peg-images representing IU fans fill a section of the arena’s stands.]

[Words appear: ALL NEW SEATS]

[Video: Close-up of IU basketball players and coaches chairs next to referees’ table with IU logo]

[Video: Moves up to stands filling quickly with red and white peg-images representing IU fans]

[Video: Shows count of seat capacity ending at 17,222]

[Video: Red peg-images arranged in the shape of the state of Indiana in the center section of Assembly Hall. The number 17,222 appears at the bottom of the section just above the referees’ table with IU logo]

[Video: Shows seat capacity count going down from 17,222 to 11,877]

[Words appear: ASSEMBLY HALL SEATING CAPACITY LARGER THAN, Cody Zeller’s Hometown, 11,887, Washington, IN ]

[Video: One white peg-image pops up in the red State of Indiana section]

[Video: Jumbotron with the words: SIMON SKJODT ASSEMBLY HALL, THE TRADITION CONTINUES]
[Video: View of basketball arena from the top of the stands]

[Words appear below the Jumbotron: THE LARGEST]

[Words appear below the Jumbotron: STUDENT SECTION]

[Words appear below the Jumbotron: IN COLLEGE BASKETBALL]

[Video: View of the stands above the home team’s basketball hoop from the top of stands]

[Words appear inside two computer-generated measurement lines: HENKE SPIRIT OF ’76 CLUB, 40 FEET about court level]

[Video: Close-up of Henke Club-level seating above a banner with words “1976 INDIANA HOOSIERS, NCAA #1 ALL-TIME MARCH MADNESS TEAM”]

[Words appear on the arena wall above the Henke Spirit of ’76 Club and below men’s and women’s basketball championship banners: 40 ft. = TYRA BUSS x 7]

[Video: Round tables and chairs and seating in Henke Spirit of ’76 lounge area with a wall of large black and white photos of past memorable moments in 1976 men’s IU basketball in the background]

[Video: Close-up view from the lounge chairs through the glass of the stands outside the Henke Spirit of ’76 Club.]

[Words appear: SCHOLARSHIP MONEY RAISED BY HENKE SPIRIT OF ’76 DONORS, $1.12 MILLION ANNUALLY]

[Video: Close-up of Jumbotron with the words: SIMON SKJODT ASSEMBLY HALL, THE TRADITION CONTINUES]

[Words appear above Jumbotron: THE SCOREBOARD]

[Video: Line measuring width of the scoreboard screen]

[Words appear: 19.8 ft.]

[Video: Line measuring height of the scoreboard screen]

[Words appear: 10.4 ft.]

[Video: Circles around to a second larger Jumbotron screen displaying the IU logo and the words “SIMON SKJODY ASSEMBLY HALL above it. A panel with an IU Health logo is on the bottom-side of the Jumbotron fixture]
[Line measuring the width of the scoreboard screen appears]

[Words appear: 31.2 ft]

[Line measuring the height of the scoreboard screen appears]

[Words appear: 17.7 feet]

[Words appear on the scoreboard screen: 150% LARGER THAN THE PREVIOUS SCOREBOARD]

[Lines appear measuring the area of the scoreboard screen]

[Words appear: 17.7 x 31.2 = 552 sq. ft. (Roughly 3 dorm rooms)]

[Video: Close up view of corner of the larger scoreboard]

[Words appear on the corner of the larger scoreboard screen showing the count: Total weight 34,000 POUNDS]

[Words appear: 162 VICTOR OLADIPOS]

[Video: Sign on a wall with the words “MARK CUBAN CENTER FOR SPORTS MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY”]

[Video: Room with students sitting at computer workstations]

[Words appear: CUBAN CENTER CAPABILITIES. Three bullet points: Virtual Reality, Cutting-edge broadcasting, 3-D Instant Replay]

[Video: IU men’s basketball game in play around a basketball goal in Assembly Hall]

[Words appear: 3-D Instant Replay]

[Video: Circles around IU men’s basketball game in play around a basketball goal]

[Words appear: Cameras used for 360 degree replay: 28]

[Video: Assembly Hall south lobby with sign overhead with the word “INDIANA” spelled-out in big letters]

[Words appear: SOUTH LOBBY]

[Video: Line measuring the height of the INDIANA signage appears]

[Words appear: HEIGHT OF NEW SIGNAGE, 25 ft.]
SAME AS A U-HAUL TRUCK

Four touchscreens inset in a red wall with photos of Hall of Fame IU basketball players A.J. Guyton, Damon Bailey, Denise Jackson, and one other.

SOUTH LOBBY, HOOSIER HISTORY, Touchscreen Panels

Two touchscreen panels with images of Karna Abram and Archie Dees.

Features 282 Hall of Fame Members

North lobby with large sculpture of the State of Indiana made from wood from an old Assembly Hall court attached to the wall.

NORTH LOBBY

Close-up of State of Indiana sculpture

Sculpture Height: 20 Feet, Width: 14 Feet

Wall next to the sculpture: Assembly Hall Court (1997-1995)

Close-up of previous Assembly Hall scoreboard above the words “WELCOME TO INDIANA BASKETBALL”

Retired Assembly Hall Scoreboard (1983-2005)

Close-up of Assembly Hall steps

TOTAL NUMBER OF STAIRS IN ASSEMBLY HALL, 2112

Enough to climb to the top of the Empire State Building.

Women’s bathroom door

Facility Renovations, 68% INCREASE in total restroom capacity

Facility Renovations, 112% INCREASE in women’s restroom capacity

Close-up basketball court floor

FLOORBOARDS: MAPLE

SOURCED FROM FORESTS IN THE MIDWEST
[Video: Close up from the floor looking up at a basketball hoop and net]

[Words appear: AVERAGE DISTANCE RUN BY A PLAYER IN A SINGLE GAME 4 MILES]

[Words appear: 4 MILES = 17 times around ASSEMBLY HALL]

[Video: Close-up of court directly below the basketball goal with word “BIG” spelled in large letters]

[Words appear: Most 3-pointers made by IU in a single game]

[Video: Computer image marking the place of all the 3-point shots in that game with white arcs showing the trajectory of the shots into the basket]

[Words appear: 19 3-POinters, 2016 vs. Illinois]


[Video: White line measuring the width of the banners]

[Words appear: 40 ft. Roughly the width of the Sample Gates]

[Video: Close-up of speakers hanging in the rafters of Assembly Hall]

[Words appear: Decibel levels achieved in Assembly Hall, 115dB, (Christian Watford’s game-winner vs. Kentucky)]


[Video: Blurred close-up of spectators’ seats without spectators]

[Words appear: HOME TO 12,000,000+ FANS, 5 BANNERS, 2 TEAMS]

[Video: White IU Logo statue in front of a picture window looking out over the parking lot]

[Words appear on IU Logo statue: #1 HOOSIER NATION]

[Video: Signage on the wall over a window with very large words “INDIANA BASKETBALL”]

[Video: Exterior of building with SIMON SKJODT ASSEMBLY HALL signage]

[Words appear: SIMON SKJODT ASSEMBLY HALL, BLOOMINGTON, IN]